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1.0 Abstract 
 

This report serves to provide a historical look into the “life” and “death” of the British sloop 

Beginning which served as a merchant vessel during the early 19th Century and possibly the latter 

part of the 18th century.  

 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting health and safety concerns, this report is solely 

based on information available online or through email correspondence with others. 
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3.0 Introduction 

The Malvern Archaeological Diving Unit (MADU), as a result of work performed on the Welsch 

designated wreck site known as the Diamond (between 2001 and 2009), has compiled a 

significant database of wrecks in the north end of Cardigan Bay in north west Wales. These 

wrecks date from as far back as 1590. MADU, in partnership with the Nautical Archaeology 

Society (NAS), have initiated the Welsch Wreck Web Research Project (North Cardigan Bay) by 

which individual volunteers select vessels from the database of wrecks to research.  

 

This report on the sloop Beginning is part of this volunteer research project and serves to provide 

the details and methodology of research, the results and findings, analysis, and 

recommendations.  

 

The author of this report is an avid scuba diver with a strong interest in shipwrecks from both the 

historical aspect as well as experiencing them first-hand (i.e. shipwreck diving).  

 

Prior to the start of this research, the information available in the database for this vessel was 

very basic and limited which appealed to the author as a good opportunity and challenge to 

investigate further to add significance to the historical record. The purpose of this research was 

not only to determine the facts surrounding the loss of the Beginning, but also to provide as 

much information and detail about the vessel and its seagoing life. Answers to the following 

specific questions were a goal of the research:  

• What were the vessel’s specifications? 

 

• Where did the vessel travel and what type of service was it in? 

 

• Who were the people involved with the vessel? (i.e. Captains, crew, owners, etc.) 

 

• What was the story leading up to the wrecking? 

 

• What caused the wrecking? 

 

• What is the location of the wreck and are there any remains? 

 

• What happened since the wrecking (recovery, salvage, etc.)? 

 

• Has anyone previously investigated or researched the vessel back story? 

 

• Has anyone dived, recorded, surveyed, or worked on the site? 

 

• Were there other vessels named Beginning during the life of the subject vessel and what 

distinguishes them from the subject vessel? (This information will aid in the prevention of 

contaminating the historical record of the subject vessel provided herein and by other 

potential researchers) 
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4.0 Background 

Prior to starting my research, the following information was on record and available from MADU 

or found directly from sources provided in original email correspondence. One of the goals of this 

research was to either confirm or correct the information below. 

The information is presented here verbatim: 

a) Event and Historical Information: 

 

The BEGINNING was a wooden sloop on passage from Dundalk to Plymouth and registered 

at Cardigan. On 5 March 1812, the sloop was caught in a gale and in running for the 

shelter of its home port struck upon a certain rock called Silian joining Cardigan Island to 

the mainland. The sloop was wrecked and three crewmembers, the master Evan Francis, a 

seaman called John Richards and a third anonymous seaman were drowned. 

 

https://coflein.gov.uk/en/site/272444/details/beginning 

 

Sources include:  
Admiralty Wreck Return 1853 pg39 (687) 

Lloyds List, 28 June 1853 

Lloyds Register of British and Foreign Shipping 1 July 1852 - 30 June 1952, number 565 in M 

Larn and Larn Shipwreck Database 2002 

Wynne-Jones, I, 2001, Shipwrecks of North Wales, 4 ed, pg27 

Also provided was the approximate location of the wreck: 

 
Map 1: Location of Wreck 

 

https://coflein.gov.uk/en/site/272444/details/beginning
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Map 2: Location of Wreck, Detailed 

 

b) On 5th March 1812 the sloop “Beginning” of Cardigan was wrecked on the rocks adjoining 

Cardigan Island. Heading from Dundalk to Plymouth she had been sheltering from poor 

weather when the incident happened. The Captain, Evan Francis, and two crew, one of 

them John Richards, were drowned. 

http://www.glen-johnson.co.uk/cardigan-district-shipwrecks-and-lifeboat-service/ 

In summary, the following information was available prior to the start of my own research: 

• The Beginning was a sloop registered at Cardigan. 

• The date of the wrecking was March 5, 1812. 

• It was on passage from Dundalk to Plymouth and caught in a gale. 

• It wrecked on a rock called Silian which joined Cardigan Island to the mainland 

• It was commanded by Captain Evan Francis at the time of the wrecking. 

• Captain Francis and (2) crew members drowned (John Richards and anonymous)  

 

Ship Type – Sloop 

Single-masted sailing vessel with fore-and-aft rigging, including mainsail, jib, and sometimes one 

or more headsails. Their top speed could approach 11 knots if using a square topsail with a 

favourable wind. Their length was typically between 35-65 ft and with 3-decks; surface, hold, and 

bilge. A sloop could be as large as 100 tons.  

http://www.angelfire.com/realm3/caribbeantales/ships_sloop.html 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.glen-johnson.co.uk/cardigan-district-shipwrecks-and-lifeboat-service/
https://www.britannica.com/technology/rigging
https://www.britannica.com/technology/jib
http://www.angelfire.com/realm3/caribbeantales/ships_sloop.html
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5.0 Research Methodology   

Research was mostly conducted on the internet with my Dell laptop computer, iPad, and iPhone, 

using Google search engine and various sites as detailed below.  

 

My research started with search criteria (i.e. keywords) based on the initial information available 

which is detailed in Section 4.0 Background of this report. As more information was found I was 

able to expand my search with new key words.  

 

The following is a list of websites that were searched, along with notes on general results. 

Information found is either listed directly below or if located elsewhere in this report it is 

referenced instead.  

 

Keywords and phases used in the search, individually and in various combinations: 

Beginning, Evan Francis, John Richards, Cardigan, Edwards, sloop, shipwreck, wreck, island, 

Silian rock, Old English Built,  

 

Alternate spellings were also used. For example, “Beginning” in place of “Beginning”. This was 

found to be effective in research on other projects as sometimes the name or keywords were 

simply spelled incorrectly in the paper (i.e. typo).  

 

 

1) https://www.coflein.gov.uk/ 

 Found: Summary of Beginning listed in section 4.0 Introduction, item a 

 

2) http://www.glen-johnson.co.uk/cardigan-district-shipwrecks-and-lifeboat-service/ 

Found: Summary of Beginning listed in section 4.0 Introduction, item b 

 

3) https://crewlist.org.uk/#top 

Found: No information found  

 

4) https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/archive-library/lloyds-register-of-shipsonline 

Found: No information found 

 

5) https://google.com 

 

6) http://www.rhiw.com/website_maps/rhiw_and_the_seahtm#llyn_and_the_sea 

Found: No information found 

 

7) https://www.wrecksite.eu/Wrecksite.aspx 

Found: Australian Ship named Beginning that sank in 1836 

 

8) https://archives.wales/what-are-archives/online-catalogues/search-the-online-catalogue/ 

Found: No information found 

 

9) https://newspapers.library.wales/ 

 

Found: Significant information and details found from newspaper articles and shipping 

reports about the wreck of the Beginning and its travels. Detailed in section 6.0 Results. 

 

 

10) https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/ 

 

Found: Information and details found from newspaper articles and shipping reports about 

the wreck of the Beginning and its travels. Information found from 1802-1812. Detailed in 

section 6.0 Results. 

 

https://www.coflein.gov.uk/
http://www.glen-johnson.co.uk/cardigan-district-shipwrecks-and-lifeboat-service/
https://crewlist.org.uk/#top
https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/archive-library/lloyds-register-of-shipsonline
https://google.com/
http://www.rhiw.com/website_maps/rhiw_and_the_seahtm#llyn_and_the_sea
https://www.wrecksite.eu/Wrecksite.aspx
https://archives.wales/what-are-archives/online-catalogues/search-the-online-catalogue/
https://newspapers.library.wales/
https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/
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 Performed an extensive search for anything related to the Beginning from 1750-1799 

 from  these archives. Could only find (1) piece of information for a Sloop named 

 Beginning in 1763 for sale (NPT-11, in Appendix B), which could not be confirmed to be 

 subject vessel. No other references to the Beginning with or without captain Evan Francis 

 in this timeframe. 

 

11) https://www.bristol.ac.uk/Depts/History/bristolrecordsociety/publications/brs15.pdf 

 

Found: Information on British Law with respect to tonnage measurements of vessels and 

how they varied over the years.  

 

(Bristol Records of Bristol Ships, 1800-1838, Vessels over 150 tons, Bristol records 

Society’s Publications) 

 

12) http://www.calgopublications.co.uk/index.html 

 

 Found: This is a website for Underwater Guides to North Wales books. References to books 

 that are out of print but have extensive information on diving wrecks of Wales. No  

 information gained since books were not purchased but could be a source for future 

 research for any ship in the MADU project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bristol.ac.uk/Depts/History/bristolrecordsociety/publications/brs15.pdf
http://www.calgopublications.co.uk/index.html
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6.0  Results  

A search for Beginning on Lloyd’s Register Foundation website did not turn up any related 

documents or information on the Beginning. 

 

Information was found on in a Lloyd’s List from March 10, 1812. A copy of the paper is included in 

Appendix A. 

 

A search on Google turned up the following on the following site http://www.glen-

johnson.co.uk/cardigan-st-dogmaels-ships-and-captains/ : 

 

“Beginning‘ Sloop. Captain Evan Francis. 1812 Sank at Cardigan Island with all hands.” 

 

The most significant and detailed accounts of the wrecking of the Beginning were found in 

newspaper articles located on the website for the National Library of Wales and the British 

Newspaper Archive. The following is taken verbatim from each article found. Each item is denoted 

with an identifier (NPW1, NPW2, etc.) which correlates to a screenshot of the article included in 

Appendix B and is used as a reference elsewhere when discussed. Also provided in the Appendix 

is the source reference information in the form of a link to the specific newspaper and page in 

their database.  

 

NPW-1 

The Sloop Beginning, Evan Francis, master, of Cardigan bound from Dundalk to Plymouth, laden 

with provisions, was lost on Thursday, on a reef of rock, off Cardigan Island and all hands 

perished. 

 

 

NPW-2  

The Sloop Beginning, Evan Francis, master, of Cardigan, bound from Dundalk to Plymouth, laden 

with provisions, was lost on Thursday fen’night, on a reef of rock, off Cardigan Island, and all 

hands perished. 

 

 

NPW-3 

The Sloop Beginning, Evan Francis, master, of Cardigan, bound from Dundalk to Plymouth, laden 

with provisions, was lost on Thursday, on a reef of rocks, off Cardigan Island, and all hands 

perished. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.glen-johnson.co.uk/cardigan-st-dogmaels-ships-and-captains/
http://www.glen-johnson.co.uk/cardigan-st-dogmaels-ships-and-captains/
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Details about the travel routes and cargo of the Beginning were found in newspaper articles 

located on the website for the National Library of Wales and the British Newspaper Archive. The 

information is summarized in Table 1 below and provides some insight into the typical travel 

routes and cargo of the Beginning. Dates are approximate since they may not be given 

specifically so the date of the newspaper is used in those instances. Each item is denoted with an 

identifier (NPT1, NPT2, etc.) which correlates to a screenshot of the newspaper sections included 

in Appendix B and is also used as a reference when discussing elsewhere in this report. Map 3 

follows showing confirmed ports of call for the Beginning. 

 

Table 1: Ports, Cargo, and Routes 

 

Date Master Port Arrived/ 

Sailed 

Port To/ 

From 

Cargo Tons Source 

Mar 19, 1802 Francis Southhampton Arrived - - - NPT-10 

Oct 4, 1802 Francis Porstmouth Arrived Isle of Man - - NPT-11 

Oct 20, 1804 Francis Cardiff Sailed Liverpool Iron - NPT-2 

Jan 5, 1805 Francis Neath Arrived Swansea Bricks - NPT- 

Jan 5, 1805 Francis Neath Sailed Milford Pig Iron - NPT-4 

Mar 16, 1805 Francis Cardiff Sailed Liverpool - - NPT-8 

May 31, 1806 Francis Swansea Arrived Milford - - NPT-5 

Nov 8, 1806 Francis Cardigan Arrived Bridgewater - - NPT-1 

Feb 2, 1808 Francis Chester Arrived - Lead 454 pigs NPT-6 

June 17, 1809 Francis Newport Arrived Tenby - - NPT-7 

Sep 21, 1811 Francis Milford Arrived Chester - - NPT-12 

 
 

 

Map 3: English Ports and Points of Interest 
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Table 2: Ship Summary 

Vessel  Name Beginning 

 Type Sloop 

  Merchant 

Built  Date Unknown 

 Location Unknown 

 Builder Unknown 

Construction Materials  Wood 

 Decks 3 

 Bulkheads Unknown 

Propulsion Type Sail  

 Details Single Mast 

Dimensions Length Unknown 

 Breadth Unknown 

 Depth Unknown 

Tonnage Gross (GRT) Unknown 

 Net Unknown 

Owner First Unknown 

Registry Port Cardigan 

 Flag British 

 Number Unknown 

History Routes See Table 1 

 Cargo Iron, Pig Iron, Bricks, Lead, Provisions 

Final Voyage From Dundalk 

 To Cardigan 

 Captain Evan Francis 

 Crew 3 

 Passengers Unknown 

 Cargo Provisions 

Wrecking Date March 5, 1812 

 Location Cardigan Island  

 Cause Gale 

 Loss of life 3 

 Outcome Total Loss 

 

The Beginning Story 

 

The following narrative provides as much of the story of the Beginning as possible. This history of 

the life and death of the Beginning is based on the research, findings, and analysis contained 

within this report. 

 

The Beginning was a wooden sloop sailing ship registered at Cardigan that operated as a 

merchant vessel in and around England during the early part of the 18th century. This vessel is 

confirmed to have been in operation from as early as 1802 until its sinking in 1812. Some of its 

cargoes included bricks, iron, lead, and general provisions. During this time frame the ship was 

Captained by Evan Francis and likely crewed by 2 other crew members  

 

On March 5, 1812, the Beginning was sailing from Dundalk to Plymouth loaded with provisions 

and ran into a gale. While attempting to take shelter near Cardigan Island it struck a reef of rocks 

and sank. All onboard perished including Captain Evan Francis, John Richards, and an unnamed 

crewmember.  
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Pic.1: Cardigan Island, Satellite View  

 

 

 

Pic.2: Sheltered Area between Cardigan Island and Mainland  

 

 
 

Large rock formations in channel possibly what was referred to in reports as “Silian Rock” but 

cannot be confirmed. Information did describe Silian Rock as “joining Cardigan Island to the 

mainland”. One could imagine the Beginning attempting to take shelter from the gale in this 

narrow passage. 
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7.0 Analysis 

Unconfirmed Information 

An advertisement was found in the Dublin Courier Newspaper from February 16, 1763 for a 75- 

ton sloop named Beginning up for sale (NPS-1, Appendix B). This advertisement is interesting in 

that it would confirm the tonnage of the vessel, that it is “Old England Built”, and would provide 

additional information on the minimum age of the ship when it sank. However, this advertisement 

cannot be confirmed to be that of the subject vessel. In addition, if this were the subject vessel 

that would make it at least 49-years old at the time of its sinking in 1812. The author is not sure 

if this is a realistic age for such a vessel. No other information on any ships called Beginning were 

found in the search of the newspaper archives from 1750-1799; the only references were found 

from 1802-1812. 

 

Crew Size 

The crew size is surmised to be (3) crewman including the Captain based on the newspaper 

reports which indicate that the master and (2) crewmembers were lost in conjunction with reports 

that state “all perished”. 

 

Notes on other ships named Beginning 

Beginning, Evans. (year 1806) Evidence of a ship with Master Evans. Likely not the  subject 

vessel because reference NPT-5 has (2) ships arriving in Swansea (31st May 1806); “Beginning, 

Francis” and “Beginning, Evans”. The first one is likely the subject vessel and the other is likely a 

different vessel, unless the paper confused Evan Francis’s first name as his surname and 

erroneously listed the ship twice with the second listing using his first name.  See also NPT-3 

where there is another reference to “Beginning, Evans” being “cleared out” with an arrival of 

Beginning, Francis”. It is quite possible this is the subject vessel in both cases with confusion on 

the Captains surname between his last and first name. 
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8.0 Conclusions & Recommendations    

Further Research 

Upon finalizing this research report, the online research in the newspapers was still turning up 

pieces of information but at a very diminished rate of return. Further online research could be 

conducted through continued searches through the newspaper archives using alternate spellings 

of key words which has already proven to be fruitful. Possibly some sort of genealogy sites could 

be searched to try to find information on the known crew members of the Beginning, such as 

Evan Francis and John Edwards. 

In-person research (once the Covid-19 pandemic situation subsides) at some of the archives 

could be conducted to find ship logs or crew lists from the Beginning. 

Diving of the Wreck Site 

The accounts of the wrecking of the Beginning indicate it was wrecked on a reef of rocks during a 

gale, so it was likely smashed to pieces and scattered as opposed to being substantially intact. 

Even if there were large portions intact when it sank, subsequent storms and rough seas over the 

past 2-centuries since its sinking would have reduced and dispersed the wreck. It is therefore 

unlikely that there are any identifiable remains.  

The site could be dived, however, diving in the narrow passage between Cardigan Island and the 

mainland could present some dangerous conditions with current. Water temperatures are 

typically 46-61 oF, with air temps typically 45-61 oF, so a drysuit would certainly be the best 

choice, but one could get away with a 7mm wetsuit if temperatures are on the higher range.  

Research Effort 

Research consisted of approximately 10 hours of online searching and sorting through sources. 

The report and analysis required approximately 6 hours to complete in addition to the online 

research. 

On-Line Research – What has it taught the author? 

Researching includes not only the facts and eyewitness accounts of the specific events of your 

specific subject but also an education in the general and specific subject matter. This learning 

process helps one decipher the information about the specific subject and can aid in determining 

which conflicting information makes the most sense.  

Searching for information on the Beginning was made more difficult, especially in the newspaper 

archives, due to the name of the ship being a common word used in the English language. Search 

result “hits” were extensive when searching for anything with “Beginning”. 

One also should be aware that simple mistakes (or variations in spelling) made in the historical 

record can result in missing important information during an online search. It is therefore 

important to use variations of spelling for names and places as it can provide findings you would 

otherwise not find. One must be careful though to confirm that the information is related to your 

specific research subject.  
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9.0 References  

Source References are provided throughout this report following the information that was 

obtained from such source. For the Newspaper references, only the description of the newspaper 

is provided in the section 6.0 Results, however, a copy of the newspaper clip and URL is provided 

in Appendix B for each source identifier (NPW-1, NPW-2, etc.) 
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Appendix A 

Lloyd’s List Entries  

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=hvd.32044105232920&view=1up&seq=329 

 

 

 

 

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=hvd.32044105232920&view=1up&seq=329
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Appendix B 

Newspaper Articles and Shipping Reports 

NPW-1 

https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0001044/18120321/033/0003 

 

NPW-2 

https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0000348/18120326/027/0007 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0001044/18120321/033/0003
https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0000348/18120326/027/0007
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NPW-3 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3676854/3676857/11/Beginning%20francis 

 

NPT-1 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3321350/3321353/13/beginning%20francis%20cardigan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3676854/3676857/11/Beginning%20francis
https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3321350/3321353/13/beginning%20francis%20cardigan
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NPT-2 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3320830/3320833/9/beginning%20francis%20cardigan 

 

 

NPT-3 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3320955/3320958/8/beginning%20francis%20cardigan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3320830/3320833/9/beginning%20francis%20cardigan
https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3320955/3320958/8/beginning%20francis%20cardigan
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NPT-4 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3320885/3320888/7/beginning%20francis%20cardigan 

 

NPT-5 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3321245/3321248/9/beginning%20francis%20cardigan 

 

Note: Possibly another ship named Beginning with a Captain Evans  

 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3320885/3320888/7/beginning%20francis%20cardigan
https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3321245/3321248/9/beginning%20francis%20cardigan
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NPT-6 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3871129/3871132/21/beginning%20francis 

 

 

NPT-7 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3321990/3321993/12/beginning%20francis 

 

 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3871129/3871132/21/beginning%20francis
https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3321990/3321993/12/beginning%20francis
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NPT-8 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3320935/3320938/7/beginning%20francis 

 

 

NPT-9 

 

 

 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3320935/3320938/7/beginning%20francis
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NPT-10 

 

NPT-11 

https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0000230/18020322/021/0004 

 

 

https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0000230/18020322/021/0004
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NPT-12 

https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0002194/18021005/007/0002 

 

 

NPT-13 

https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3322570/3322573/12/Beginning%20francis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0002194/18021005/007/0002
https://newspapers.library.wales/view/3322570/3322573/12/Beginning%20francis
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NPS-1 Possible Advertisement for sale of Beginning in 1763  

https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0000878/17630216/014/0003 

 

 

https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/viewer/bl/0000878/17630216/014/0003

